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Figure 1- Global Mergers and Acquisitions Deal Types Q1 comparison 2007-2011 (Allen & Overy, 2011) #
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Table 1 – Mergers and Acquisition Deals by Region Q1 2011 (Bloomberg, 2011) 
 








Figure 2 – Expected distribution of 2011 M&A buyers and targets by region (Bloomberg, 2011)  
 





Figure 3 - Expected global targets by type in 2011 (Bloomberg, 2011)  
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Figure 4 – Monthly M&A trends in the Americas 2009-2010 (Bloomberg, 2011) 
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Figure 5 – Number of Announced and Closed M&A transactions in the U.S. 2006-Q1 2011 (Capital IQ, 
2011) 
 





Figure 6 - Announced and Closed M&A transactions in the U.S. Q1 2006 - Q1 2011 by overall transaction 
value (Capital IQ, 2011) #
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#
Figure 8 – Canadian M&A Announcements by quarter 2006-2010 (Blakes Canadian Lawyers, 2011) 





Figure 9 – Canadian M&A 2010/2011 by industry (Blakes Canadian Lawyers, 2011) 
 






Figure10 – Canadian M&A 2010/2011 by transaction size (Blakes Canadian Lawyers, 2011) #
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Figure11 – Canadian cross-border M&A transactions 2009 and 2010 (Blakes Canadian Lawyers, 2011) 
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Figure 12 – Comparison of Strategic and Financial (LBO) buyers in Canada who have successfully 
completed M&A transactions 2007-2011 #
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Figure 13 – Comparison of Strategic and Financial (LBO) buyers in the U.S. who have successfully 
completed M&A transactions 2007-2011 #
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Figure 14 – Bloomberg CEO survey of most likely M&A target types in 2011 (Bloomberg, 2011)  
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Figure 15 – NASDAQ market performance 2005-2011 
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Figure 16 – U.S. M&A transaction multiples in the IT industry 2007-2011 
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S-/4$2%678%!'"14".*(/14%0+-*(>-$4%(1%*Z$%JKLK%
!"#$%"&'()*+,"' -../' -..0' -..1' -.2.' -.22'
!"#$%&'()*+$,('-+"#.(/) 01234) 00256) 3276) 0128) 00209)
!"#$%&'():-.;<'$) 01235) 01240) 9214) 00238) 9206)
=#'(>/) 3274) 00279) 921?) 9249) 323)
@+#.#,+.<$) 08200) 04244) 0126) 01210) 0420?)
A'.<-B,.(') 0621?) 06244) 01274) 01213) 0528?)
C#D%$-(+.<$) 92?9) 01274) 3247) 9200) ?290)
C#E"(&.-+"#)F',B#"<">/) 072?7) 06248) 01265) 01233) 07203)
G.-'(+.<$) 9266) 9235) 323?) 9249) ?259)
F'<',"&&%#+,.-+"#):'(H+,'$) 9254) 325) ?273) 6204) 6285)
I-+<+-+'$) 3289) 3249) 6275) 07236) 3284)
Table 2 - Closed M&A Transactions multiples Implied EV / EBITDA in the U.S. 2007-2011 (Capital IQ, 
2011) 
S-/4$2%678%!'"14".*(/14%0+-*(>-$4%(1%*Z$%JKLK%
!"#$%"&'()*+,"' -../' -..0' -..1' -.2.' -.22'
!"#$%&'()*+$,('-+"#.(/) 3297) ?26?) 6259) 6256) 3295)
!"#$%&'():-.;<'$) 01255) ?23) 628) 0429?) 01256)
=#'(>/) 3214) 62?9) 7296) ?210) 08280)
@+#.#,+.<$) 0628) 052?5) 08250) 51263) 04283)
A'.<-B,.(') 01246) ?243) 825) 626) 01285)
C#D%$-(+.<$) ?207) ?299) ?218) 8209) 6268)
C#E"(&.-+"#)F',B#"<">/) 01296) 928) 3286) 829) 05210)
G.-'(+.<$) 9260) 924) 328?) 07283) 6205)
F'<',"&&%#+,.-+"#):'(H+,'$) 920?) 08) 08288) 4260) JKL)
I-+<+-+'$) 06256) ?27?) ?217) 41245) 55285)
 
Table 3 - Closed M&A Transactions multiples Implied EV / EBITDA in Canada 2007-2011 (Capital IQ, 
2011) 
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Table 4 – Advantages and disadvantages of precedent transaction analysis 
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Figure 17 – CEO survey responses on major sources of deal financing in 2011 
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Figure 18 – United States Federal Funds Interest Rate 1954 – 2009 #
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Figure 20 – Types of debt, risk and reward from the lender’s perspective #
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Figure 19 - Gross Equity Offerings in North America 2006 – 2011 (Capital IQ, 2011) #
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Table 6 – Examples of deal financing structure 
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Table 7 – Breakdown of industries, targets and executives included in Krug’s executive churn survey (Shill, 
2008) 




Figure 23 – A comparison of executive turnover between companies that have and had not experienced a 
merger (Shill, 2008) #
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Figure 24 – A comparison of executive turnover between companies that have experienced one M&A 
transaction and those who have not experienced M&A (Shill, 2008) #
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Figure 25 – A comparison of executive turnover between companies that have experienced multiple M&A 
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Figure 26 – A comparison of executive turnover between companies that have experienced multiple M&A 
transactions in the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s with those who have not experienced M&A 
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Figure 26 – Business integration characteristics #
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Figure 27 – Guide to partnership vs integration (Prashant Kale, 2009) #
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12: Appendix A – M&A Global Trends by Activity Type 2007-2010 !
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13: Appendix B – Deal Multiples in North America 2010  
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